NAGC’s Reprint Request Policy and Process

NAGC encourages the non-commercial use of the materials provided in NAGC member newsletters, magazines, and the NAGC website. We request that you provide NAGC advance notice how and when it will be used, following the process outlined below.

Reprint Requests for Gifted Child Quarterly (GCQ)
Contact SAGE Publishing

All Other Reprint Requests

NAGC books, Parenting for High Potential, Teaching for High Potential, the NAGC blog, NAGC standards, or a commercial reprint of any NAGC content:

Send an e-mail to lcompton@nagc.org detailing:

- The name of the chapter, article(s), or other item you are interested in reprinting, including as appropriate: book title and page number(s); specific article title, page number(s), and issue;
- Purpose/use of the reprinted material;
- Number of copies to be reprinted;
- If you are selling the piece, provide details and selling price (*NAGC may charge a fee for reprints that will be part of a product for sale*);
- Your organization’s name and website; and
- Your contact information—phone and e-mail.